[Legal framework relating to human tissues used for research ends].
Development in cell and tissue engineering needs human tissue samples. If French jurisdiction concerning the human tissue sample collected in a therapeutic goal is well established, the French and European legal context concerning the scientific research is not clear and controversial. In our lab, we aim to conjugate the professional and the moral duty and to impose on our researchers the respect of strictly defined procedures. In order to organize the management of these biological resources, we chose not only to take into account the present legal context concerning the collection of tissues for research purposes, but also to precede the French legal framework by inspiring from good practice, concerning on one hand the conservation, the transformation and the transport of human tissues used to therapeutic ends (decree of December 29, 1998) and on the other hand, from the ethical recommendations of the european directives. It is why, we put some procedures in place to guarantee the donor's information, the staff's security, the confidentiality as well as the tracability.